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The purpose of the present note is to justify in quantitative terms 
a qualitative observation made from recent computations [4] on the 
fundamental domains of the Hilbert Modular groups, namely, that 
“almost all” such domains are “very complicated” from the topological 
point of view. 
We begin by considering a totally real field K of degree n(> 1) with 
conjugates denoted by superscripts 
K = K(l), K’2’ . . . . K’n’* 
(1) 
We take n to be prime so that K is primitive (there exists no proper subfield 
between K and the rationals Q). Then we consider the space Un of n upper 
half planes 
U : Z(i), Im Z(j) > 0, j = 1,2, *.* 12. (2) 
Within this space, the (extended) Hilbert modular group is defined 
G(K) : z’,’ = [c@-- + PI 
[y(j)Z’i) + g(j)] ’ (3) 
where OL, /3, y, 6 E: O(K) (the set of integers in K) and 
cd - /3y = E (4) 
a totally positive unit (c(j) > 0 for all i). It has been shown [l], [2] that 
under G(K), the space Un has a fundamental domain D(K). 
We assume K to be of unique factorization or class number unity [3], so that 
D(K) can be described as having a “floor” F(K), namely, a connected 
(2n - 1)-dimensional set of points Z, defined by 
@(Z”‘, . . . . Z’“‘) = 1; (5) 
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where we define the symbol 
11 yZ + S 11 = fi 1 +j)Z’j) + S(j) Iz, 
,=l 
and we set 
@ = min [I yZ + S I) (7) 
over all y, S E O(K) which are relatively prime and y  f  0 (or for that matter 
over all pairs (y, 6) where y  -f 0). 
It has been shown [l], [4] that for any closed subset S of Un (bounded away 
from the real axes), only a finite set of y  and S can enter the competition for 
the “minimum” in (7). On this basis, it is easy to verify that starting with 
any real point (X(l), *.-, XI”)) and any direction in the positive “octant” 
(Y1”, YzO, *-*, k-,0), (8) 
where Y!O) > 0 and c [Yy’]a = 1 we have exactly one point of the floor 
(i.e., one value of t > 0) of type: 
z(j) = x(j) + ityfO) 
1 . (9) 
Call such points “points of the floor above the (real) point (X(l), 0.0, Xfn)).” 
For each point of the floor F(K) there is one or more values of y  which 
optimize (7). By considerations of analyticity, we see a “coincidence” 
II YZ + s II = II YOZ + 60 II 
(for nonassociated y  and yo) would define a lower dimensional manifold. 
Hence the neighborhood of any point 2 of the floor of D(K) has (for almost 
all points) a unique y  (to within associates). We define the norm Nm(Z) of a 
point 2 of the floor F(K) by 
Nm(Z) = min I N(r) / (10) 
over all optimizing y  for Z. (Here N(r) is the usual norm.) 
If  Nm(Z) = 1 for the whole floor, we call D(K) or F(K) simple. In [4], 
it is shown that, when n = 2, only for K = Q(51/2) do we have a simple floor. 
MAIN THEOREM 
Let the (prime) degree n of a totally real unique factorization field K be 
preassigned together with a positive number k. Then for all but a jnite number 
of such fields, there exist at least k different values of the norm Nm(Z), as Z ranges 
over F(K), the joor of the Hilbert Fundamental Domain D(K). 
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The proof follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 (below). 
LEMMA 1. Let O(K) hawe the integral basis [l, W, ..a], then set 
w+i z, = - 
m (11) 
for some integer m( > 1). Then if y  E O(K) and 
I N(Y) I < m 
it follows that for any 6 E O(K) 
II Y-G + 6 II > 1 
(12) 
(13) 
as long as the discriminant of K is large enough, e.g., 
disc K > (2mn)n(n-1). (14) 
PROOF. Set (~2, + 6) = (U + ri)/m where y  satisfies (12). Then 
0 = 6m + WY = WY (mod m), (15) 
and 
[I yZ, + 6 /I = m-2nN(u2 + y”) > m-2n CL 
a”‘N(y) 2 
___ 1 y’j’ . (16) 
(Here we just recognize the terms of type [&$A2) *a. yfn)12). 
Now consider the integer !CJ E O(K) defined by 
Q = My) u - N(y) w  -= 
Y 
(mod m). (17) 
We see D is not rational. Otherwise, since m does not divide N(y), it would 
follow that [Sz - N(r) WI/m should have appeared in the basis of O(K) instead 
of W. Hence 
disc n = n (nti) - C?(j))2 2 disc K. 
i>j 
(18) 
On the other hand, if (( ~2, + S (1 < 1, then from (16) for each conjugate, 
1 g(j) I < mn; and as an easy consequence, (18) would contradict (14). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. For some point Z of the floor above 
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indeed, for a (n - 1)-dimensional set above point (19) and close to the “sym- 
metric” direction, given by 
we have 
m < Nm(Z) < m*‘. (21) 
PROOF. If we consider a point on the floor above point (19), and in the 
actual direction (20), the result follows by considering Z,( = Z( 1)) generalized 
bY 
Z(t) = [, = [w’l’ + it] 
m t > Ii1 
,,,, [w(“) + it’) . 
m (22) 
In fact, by taking (13) together with 11 mZ,, - w 11 = 1, we see that @(Z(l)) 
(as defined by (5)) is optimized by some y,, so that 
@(Z(l)) = II Y0-q) + &-I II < 1 (23) 
for y0 of absolute norm between m (by (12)) and N(m) = m”. Actually 
@(Z(t)) is monotonic in t so that the equation 
@(Z(t)) = 1 (24) 
is satisfied for t >, 1 and the new optimum y  corresponds to a value of Nm(Z) 
which satisfies (21). 
I f  we vary the direction a little bit from (20), we see that by suitable 
continuity arguments the same inequality (21) still holds. Q.E.D. 
Therefore, if disc K is large enough we can set up the inequality (21) for 
any number of nonoverlapping ranges (say k of them): 
1 < m, < m,” < mz < mzn < ... < mk < mkn. 
This proves t!ie Main Theorem. 
(25) 
The significance of the main theorem comes from the “self-identifications” 
of pairs of points of the floor. This process determines the topological 
structure of the domain D(K). We shall not pursue the study of topological 
invariants at this stage. We cite work of Gundlach [5] to the effect that the 
complex D(K) is an analytic manifold only under “rare adaptations” (e.g., 
subgroups of G(K) and “superdomains” over D(K), etc.). 
LEMMA 3. Let Z EF(K), the joor of D(K), and let Ij$ + S 1) = 1. 
Furthermore let Z, be related to Z by a linear transformation 
(26) 
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(016 - /3y = l , a totally positive unit). Then Z, E F(K) if and only if 
II 9, - a II = 1. 
PROOF. An equivalent form of (26) is 
(27) 
(YZ* - 4 = g$ (28) 
so that (27) follows from the condition jl yZ + 6 j/ = 1. 
Suppose, first that (27) holds. Then for any y,, ,a, E O(K) y0 # 0, it follows 
that 
pz+u yoz* + s, = -__- YZ + 6 
for p, u E O(K). Thus, since Z E F(K), 
II 3/J* + f% II = II PZ + u II 2 1. (30) 
We therefore can conclude @(Z,) = 1 or Z, EF(K). 
Conversely, suppose 2, EF(K). Then jj yZ, - 01 11 > 1, but from (28) 
this implies 11 yZ + 6 II < 1. Since, however, Z E F(K), both inequalities 
become equalities. Q.E.D. 
By considering the earlier arguments of dimensionality, we can conclude 
the following final result: 
LEMMA 4. With the exception of manifolds of (2n - 1)-measure zero, 
two points of thejloor Z and Z, can be identified by a linear transformation (26) 
only if they are surrounded by (2n - 1)-d imensional neighborhoods Nd(Z), 
Nd(Z,) throughout each of which Nm(Z) has the (same) constant value. 
Hence the values of Nm(Z) indicate things like “handles” on the classical 
two-dimensional manifolds. In fact from (25) and (14), the number of these 
values exceeds the order of log log (disc K), for fixed n. Most likely, with 
cleverer use of algebraic number theory we can drop the condition that n 
be prime and improve the order (so as to have at least log disc K). 
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